At the end of the film, after Margot (Lynette Curran) and Brian (Bill Young) sing at a church service, God (Phillip Adams) returns to deliver some more voice over:

God (v/o, over a skateboarder skating on the pavement past the cafe): “So wherever you are, whoever you are, whatever you remember … (bowler Ted on the town greens) …whatever you forget … just remember to remember this … you never know what, you never know where, you never know when, therefore go in peace ..(Bob getting out of his car and heading into the house) … live harmoniously and do not deny the undeniable end …the certain, unavoidable .. (Jack watering his garden, then walking into his house)… inescapable, inevitable, irrevocable conclusion to your very own story, and to everyone, each and every one … and now may the blessing of love and the spirit of kindness and the grace of Goodness go with you …all of you …gently … into the good night …”

(Cut to a car which has a swerving all over the place experience on the road in the afternoon light. It recovers, gets back on the road, a cow moos, and there’s a thump and a squeal of brakes and a voice cries out “Jesus”, followed by the voice of God saying “Hello?!”. More cattle and other noises as the camera swings up high in an aerial overlooking farmland. Cut to end credits rolling over black)
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